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If you want to streamline the administration of your Windows servers and workstations by using command line scripts, this is the book for you! With every new version of Windows, Microsoft attempts to ease administrative tasks by adding more and more layers of graphical user interface (GUI) or configuration wizards (dialog boxes). While these "wizards" are interactive and make the administrator's job simpler, they are nowhere near as quick or efficient as a well-crafted command-line script or batch file. This next title in Syngress' best-selling "How to Cheat" series teaches system administrators hundreds of powerful, time-saving tips for automating daily system administration tasks using Windows command line scripts. The book is divided into five sections.
 The first section covers the basics of command line scripts and batch files including, usage of filters, conditional processing and command redirection. The readers will learn to create and schedule tasks to automating administration jobs from the Task Scheduler and from the command prompt. 

 Part two discusses basic Windows administration including disk check, disk defragmentation, converting basic disks to dynamic, and file system commands as well as administering partitions and volumes. 

 Part three focuses on scripting Active Directory including administering user and group accounts, and administering computers and domains. Part four moves on to Windows networking where the reader will learn to troubleshooting command-line tools, manage network printers, manage services for DHCP, DNS, WINS services as well as manage and monitor security including Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer and certificate services. 

 In the final part of the book, the reader will learn to manage Windows systems including starting and stopping services, configuring service startup types, managing event log files, setting log filters, configuring system monitor, starting a performance log, setting objects, and configuring performance alerts.
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Xamarin Studio for Android Programming: A C# CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 50 hands-on recipes to help you get grips with Xamarin Studio and C# programming to develop market-ready Android applications


	About This Book

	
		Create Android applications with C# and Xamarin
	
		Reuse your Android application to develop iOS and Windows Phone applications
	...
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Managing Infrastructure with PuppetO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book is for anyone using or considering Puppet as a systems automation tool.
		Readers of this book should be familiar with Linux systems administration and basic
		Ruby. I’ll cover the basics of using Puppet manifests for configuration management and
		techniques for executing and managing those configurations with...
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Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Second Edition (Beginning from Novice to Professional)Apress, 2007
Linux has come a long way in a short time. Computing itself is still relatively young by any standard; if the era of modern computing started with the invention of the microchip, it’s still less than 50 years old. But Linux is a youngster compared even to this; it has been around for only 16 of those years.

In that brief time span,...
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Biopharmaceuticals in Plants: Toward the Next Century of MedicineCRC Press, 2009

	Transgenic plants present enormous potential to become one of the most cost-effective and safe systems for large-scale production of proteins for industrial, pharmaceutical, veterinary, and agricultural uses. Over the past decade, much progress has been made with respect to the development of vaccines, antibodies, and other therapeutic...
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IP Telephony: Deploying VoIP Protocols and IMS InfrastructureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	All you need to know about deploying VoIP protocols in one comprehensive and highly practical reference - Now updated with coverage on SIP and the IMS infrastructure


	This book provides a comprehensive and practical overview of the technology behind Internet Telephony (IP), providing essential information to Network...
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The Social Media Bible: Tactics, Tools, and Strategies for Business SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The bestselling bible for social media is now completely revised and updated!


	The Social Media Bible, Second Edition (www.TSMB2.com) is the most comprehensive resource that transforms the way corporate, small business, and non-profit companies use social media to reach their desired audiences with power messages and...
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